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We report on a detailed analysis of the transport properties and superconducting critical temperatures of
boron-doped diamond films grown along the 兵100其 direction. The system presents a metal-insulator transition
共MIT兲 for a boron concentration 共nB兲 on the order of nc ⬃ 4.5⫻ 1020 cm−3, in excellent agreement with numerical calculations. The temperature dependence of the conductivity and Hall effect can be well described by
variable range hopping for nB ⬍ nc with a characteristic hopping temperature T0 strongly reduced due to the
proximity of the MIT. All metallic samples 共i.e., for nB ⬎ nc兲 present a superconducting transition at low
temperature. The zero-temperature conductivity 0 deduced from fits to the data above the critical temperature
共Tc兲 using a classical quantum interference formula scales as 0 ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲 with  ⬃ 1. Large Tc values
共艌0.4 K兲 have been obtained for boron concentration down to nB / nc ⬃ 1.1 and Tc surprisingly mimics a
共nB / nc − 1兲1/2 law. Those high Tc values can be explained by a slow decrease of the electron-phonon coupling
parameter  and a corresponding drop of the Coulomb pseudopotential * as nB → nc.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.165313

PACS number共s兲: 71.30.⫹h, 71.20.Nr, 74.25.Fy

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of superconductivity in boron-doped
diamond1 in the vicinity of a metal-insulator transition 共MIT兲
naturally raised the question of the correlation between these
two electronic instabilities. However, in contrast to doped
silicon or germanium,2 little work has been performed so far
on the MIT in this system. An analysis of the MIT has been
recently performed by Tshepe et al.3 in ion-implanted films,
suggesting that the critical concentration for the MIT, nc,
might be on the order of 4 ⫻ 1021 cm−3. The authors also
obtained a surprisingly high value for the critical exponent 
共⬃1.7兲 in the scaling of the conductivity, suggesting that
diamond belongs to a universality class different from that of
other doped semiconductors.
However, we will show that in our single-crystal diamond
epilayers, the zero-temperature conductivity, deduced from
fits to the data above the superconducting critical temperature using a classical quantum interference formula, varies as
共nB / nc − 1兲 for nB ⬎ nc, leading to a scaling exponent  ⬃ 1,
i.e., close to the one previously observed in disordered
metals4 and many semiconductors.5,6 We will also see that on
the insulating side of the transition, the temperature dependence of the conductivity 共兲 and the Hall coefficient 共RH兲
can be very well described by a variable range hopping
mechanism7 with a characteristic hopping temperature which
is strongly reduced due to the proximity of the MIT. Moreover, we obtained a critical value nc on the order of 4.5
⫻ 1020 cm−3, in very good agreement with numerical calculations but 1 order of magnitude smaller than the one previously obtained by Tshepe et al.3 in their more disordered
samples.
1098-0121/2007/75共16兲/165313共7兲

Theoretical calculations8–12 suggested that superconductivity arises from the coupling of phonons with holes in the
top of the  bonding bands8–12 as observed in magnesium
diboride.13 However, despite a very large electron-phonon
coupling potential 共V兲, the three-dimensional 共3D兲 nature of
the C network in diamond 共sp3 type兲 greatly reduces its density of states 共gF兲 compared to the one of the quasi-twodimensional 共quasi-2D兲 MgB2 compound 共sp2 bonding of B
atoms isostructural to graphite兲. The theoretical calculations
thus lead to an electron-phonon coupling constant  = gFV on
the order of 0.4–0.5 for ⬃5% holes per carbon atoms8–12
much smaller than in MgB2 共 ⬃ 1兲.  is even expected to
further decrease as the MIT is approached and diamond thus
appears to be an exotic system of fundamental interest for the
study of the influence of low carrier concentration on superconducting properties of materials.
From the requirement that the superconducting gap vanishes for T = Tc, BCS theory predicts that the critical temperature Tc ⬃ 0.85⌰D exp共−1 / gFV兲, where ⌰D is the Debye temperature. This expression is only valid in the weak-coupling
limit 共 = gFV Ⰶ 1兲 and a semiempirical expression has been
proposed by McMillan, solving numerically the Eliashberg
equations:14

冋

Tc ⬃ បlog/1.2kB exp −

册

1.04共1 + 兲
,
 − *共1 + 0.62兲

共1兲

where log is a logarithmic averaged phonon frequency 共on
the order of 1020 cm−1 in diamond兲 and * is the Coulomb
pseudopotential. We will show that Tc remains abnormally
large down to nB / nc ⬃ 1.1 共Tc 艌 0.4 K兲 due to a very good
coupling and reduced Coulomb pseudopotential. We will see
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that the fast decrease of  expected in virtual-crystal
calculations10–12 is unable to reproduce the experimental
data, thus suggesting that local boron vibrational modes play
a significant role in superconductivity in diamond.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A series of homoepitaxial boron-doped diamond films has
been grown by microwave plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor
deposition along the 兵100其 direction from a H2 / CH4 / B2H6
gas mixture.15 The very narrow 共10– 20 arc sec兲 兵400其 diffraction peaks measured on these biaxially stressed
epilayers16 confirm their high structural quality and chemical
homogeneity. Transport measurements have then been performed using the standard four-probe configurations and the
boron atomic concentrations nB were derived from
secondary-ion-mass spectroscopy 共SIMS兲 experiments as described in Ref. 15. Superconductivity has been observed in
all metallic samples and the critical temperature Tc has been
deduced from transport 关90% of the normal-state resistivity,
labeled R, see Fig. 1共a兲兴 and/or susceptibility 共onset of diamagnetic screening, labeled , see inset of Fig. 2 in Ref. 15
for a typical example兲 measurements. Those values have
been reported in Table I. Both sets of measurements show a
well defined superconducting transition and good agreement
has been obtained from both criteria in sample 509 in which
both measurements were performed. Moreover, a very similar Tc value has also been deduced from the temperature
dependence of the gap from tunneling spectroscopy
measurements,17 clearly emphasizing the homogeneity of our
films. No superconductivity could be observed down to
50 mK for nB 艋 4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3 共i.e., on the insulating side of
the MIT兲 and, as discussed below, the temperature dependence of the resistivity then obeys an exp关−共T0 / T兲1/4兴 law, as
expected for variable range hopping.
III. INSULATING SIDE OF THE TRANSITION: VARIABLE
RANGE HOPPING CONDUCTIVITY

For nB 艋 4.5⫻ 1020 cm−3, the conductivity decreases
very sharply with decreasing temperature and several hopping mechanisms can then be considered, writing 
= 0 exp关−共T0 / T兲m兴. For a simple activated regime 共i.e., for
tunneling toward the nearest accessible site兲 m = 1, but it has
been shown by Mott7 that it can be energetically favorable to
hop over larger distances seeking for the most favorable site
关variable range hopping, 共VRH兲 regime, m = 1 / 4 in three dimensions兴. However, this model assumes that the density of
states at the Fermi level 共gF兲 is almost constant, but longrange unscreened Coulomb repulsion may strongly reduce gF
共Coulomb gap兲, leading to m = 1 / 2 关Efros-Shklovskii18 共ES兲
regime兴. As shown in Fig. 1共b兲, we did observe that 共T兲 can
be very well reproduced taking m = 1 / 4 between ⬃10 and
300 K 共with T0 ⬃ 3700 K and ⬃210 K for nB = 2.4
⫻ 1020 cm−3 and nB = 4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, respectively19兲.
It has been predicted by Gruenewald et al.20 in a percolation model that the Hall mobility 共H兲 should also follow a
VRH law: ln共H兲 ⬀ −3 / 8共T0 / T兲1/4, leading to a Hall coefficient RH ⬀ exp关−共T0,H / T兲1/4兴 with 共T0,H / T0兲 ⬃ 共5 / 8兲4 ⬃ 0.15.

FIG. 1. 共a兲 Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity
rescaled to its T = 100 K value of two samples clearly showing the
onset of superconductivity at low temperature. 共b兲 Semilogarithmic
plot of the conductivity 共left scale, circles兲 and inverse Hall coefficient 共right scale, crosses兲 as a function of 1 / T0.25 for nB = 2.4
⫻ 1020 cm−3 共open symbols兲 and nB = 4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3 共closed symbols, conductivity only兲. The solid lines are the expected behavior
in the variable range hopping regime and the dashed line corresponds to  ⬀ T1/3. Inset: log-log plot of d ln共兲 / dT as a function
of T.

As shown in Fig. 1共b兲 共for nB = 2.4⫻ 1020 cm−3兲, the VRH
law is indeed very well reproduced for both  and 1 / RH with
T0 ⬃ 3700 K and T0,H ⬃ 500 K, i.e., T0,H / T0 ⬃ 0.13, in good
agreement with the theoretical prediction.20,21
T0 is related to the localization length loc through T0
3 1/4
⬃ 共C M / kBgFloc
兲 , where C M is a numerical constant 共even
though percolation theories confirmed the initial proposition
by Mott that m = 1 / 4, there exists a considerable discrepancy
on the C M value22,23 ranging from ⬃1 to ⬃28兲. Far from the
transition, loc is on the order of the Bohr radius 共⬃3.5 Å兲
and gF ⬇ nB / w can be estimated assuming that the width 共w兲
of the impurity band caused by Coulomb interaction between
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FIG. 2. Resistivity 共at T = 10 K兲 as a function of the boron content deduced from SIMS measurements 共nB兲. The solid line corresponds to calculations in the generalized Drude model. A metalinsulator transition is predicted for nB ⬃ 共4 – 5兲 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, in good
agreement with experimental data. Inset: Effective number of carriers 共nef f ⬀ 1 / RH兲 deduced from Hall measurements as a function of
nB; the solid line would correspond to nef f = nB.

nearest-neighbor boron impurities is w ⬃ e2 / rB, where rB in
the mean distance between impurities ⬃共3 / 4nB兲1/3 and 
= 4⑀0⑀r. One hence gets T0 values on the order of 106 K, in
good agreement with the value reported by Sato et al.24 but
much larger than those that we obtained in our just-insulating
samples.
However, close to the transition loc is expected to diverge, leading to very small T0 values. The “distance” to the
MIT can be quantified in terms of the boron concentration
共nB兲 through the parameter 兩nB / nc − 1兩, where nc is a critical
TABLE I. Boron concentration deduced from SIMS measurements 共nB in 1020 cm−3兲, conductivity value extrapolated to T
= 0 K 关0 in 共⍀ cm兲−1兴, and superconducting critical temperature
共Tc in K兲 in a series of boron-doped diamond homoepitaxial films.
Sample
411
662
666
400
418
420
412
419
438
507
509

nB

0

Tc

2.4
4
4.8
6.3
9
11.5
12
13
16
19
26

2 共4 K兲
17 共4 K兲
70
430
820
1480
1000
870
2130
Unknown thickness
3260

艋50 mK
艋50 mK
0.45 共R兲
0.55 共R兲
0.9 共兲
1.4 共兲
1.2 共兲
1.2 共兲
1.3 共兲
1.55 共兲
2.0 共R + 兲

concentration. The critical regime can be described by two
characteristic exponents,25  and . The former relates the
correlation length 共 ⬅ loc兲 to the external parameter which
drives the transition 共here the concentration nB兲 through 
⬀ 1 / 兩nB − nc兩 and the latter relates the energy scale to the
3−
length scale 共E ⬀ 1 / L兲. gF is hence expected to scale as loc

and T0 as 共1 − nB / nc兲 . Taking  ⬃ 1,  ⬃ 3, and nc ⬃ 4.5
⫻ 1020 cm−3 共see below兲, T0 is expected to be rescaled by a
factor of 10 for nB = 2.4⫻ 1020 cm−3 and even by a factor of
1000 for nB = 4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, in reasonable agreement with
our experimental values.
As discussed by several groups,26 a crossover from the
Mott 共m = 1 / 4兲 to the ES 共m = 1 / 2兲 regime should be observed at low T. Such a crossover has been recently reported
by Tshepe et al.,3 and a progressive change from m = 1 / 4 at
high temperature to m = 1 / 2 and finally m = 1 at low temperature has also been reported by Sato et al.24 for nB ⬃ 1.8
⫻ 1019 cm−3. However, it is important to note that the Coulomb gap ⌬CG scales as18 1 / , leading to a vanishingly
small region in which the ES regime can be observed at low
temperature in our two just-insulating samples. Nevertheless,
as shown in Fig. 1共b兲, for nB = 4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3 the conductivity
clearly deviates from the Mott regime below 10 K. To check
for a crossover to the ES regime, we have reported in the
inset of Fig. 1共b兲 the temperature dependence of
d ln共兲 / dT ⬀ 1 / Tm+1 in a log-log scale. At high temperature
m = 1 / 4, but the slope becomes smaller at low temperature,
opposite to what is expected for the ES regime.26
At the transition,  is expected to scale as 1 / L ⬀ E1/
⬀ T1/ for finite temperatures.25 As previously reported by
Tshepe et al.,3 such a dependence is consistent with the deviation from the VRH law observed below 10 K for nB = 4
⫻ 1020 cm−3 taking  ⬃ 3 关Fig. 1共b兲, dotted line兴. This lowtemperature part of the  vs T dependence obviously requires further investigation but a T1/3 dependence has also
been recently observed on a very large temperature range
共0.3 to⬃ 50 K兲 in a sample very close to the critical doping
grown along the 兵111其 direction.27 It has been suggested by
McMillan25 that 1 ⬍  ⬍ 3 depending on the relative importance of one-electron localization and many-body correlation
and screening effects. Measurements in disordered metals4
initially suggested that  ⬃ 2 but scaling analysis in doped Si
semiconductors23 rather suggested that  ⲏ 3, in good agreement with numerical calculations.28 We will see in Sec. VI
that this large  value has a direct consequence for the high
Tc values observed close to the MIT.
IV. CRITICAL CONCENTRATION

We now come to the critical concentration nc. Figure 2
displays the low-temperature resistivity  = 1 /  共at T = 10 K兲
as a function of the boron content together with theoretical
values 共solid line兲 obtained in a generalized Drude
approach.29 In this model, the static resistivity can be written
as

=

16បkF3
12nBEF

冕

⬁

0

Q2

␣2兩共Q,W兲/W兩W=0
dQ,
关⑀ + ␣1共Q,0兲兴2

where W = ប / 4EF, Q = q / 2kF, and ␣1 and ␣2 are related to
the dielectric function through ⑀T共q , 兲 = ⑀ + ␣1共q , 兲
165313-3
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+ i␣2共q , 兲 共⑀ being the dielectric constant, EF the Fermi
level, and kF the Fermi wave number兲. It has been assumed
that scattering arises from randomly distributed Coulomb impurities, and a single valence band with an effective mass
m* = 0.74 and ⑀ = 5.7 have been considered. This approach
leads to resistivity values slightly lower than the experimental ones on the metallic side of the transition as it does not
include quantum interference effects 共see below兲. However,
as shown, the experimental  values tend toward the calculated ones for nB Ⰷ nc, and this approach leads to a critical
concentration on the order of 共4 – 5兲 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, in good
agreement with our experimental value 共on the insulating
side, the experimental resistivity data are lowered by VRH
channels absent from the calculations兲. Assuming that the
critical concentration can be defined by the Mott criterion
*
*
n1/3
c a ⬃ 0.26, one obtains a Bohr radius a ⬃ 3.5 Å, in good
agreement with calculations based on the boron excited
states. The present experimental and calculated values for nc
are 1 order of magnitude lower than that measured on ionimplanted diamond,3 where the doping efficiency of boron
atoms may be considerably reduced by a non-substitutional
incorporation. In particular, interstitial boron and boronvacancy pairs30 or boron dimers31 have been shown to lead
to deep gap states and do not give any free carrier to the
system. Finally, note that the effective number of carriers
deduced from Hall-effect measurements nef f = 1 / 共RHet兲 is
significantly larger than the number of boron atoms deduced
from SIMS measurements 共see inset of Fig. 2兲. A similar
effect has also been reported by Locher et al.32 Such a difference cannot be accounted for by the presence of a corrected Hall coefficient,33 suggesting the presence of a complicated band structure including both holes and electrons.
V. METALLIC SIDE OF THE TRANSITION: SCALING
PROPERTIES OF THE ZERO-TEMPERATURE
CONDUCTIVITY

As shown in Fig. 1共a兲, for nB 艌 4.8⫻ 1020 cm−3, the resistivity increases only slowly for decreasing temperature. On
the metallic side of the MIT,  is expected to vary as
共e2 / ប兲f共 / LT兲, where LT is a thermal cut-off length. For 
Ⰶ LT, f ⬃ 1 +  / LT with ŁT ⬀ 1 / 冑T and hence  ⬀ 冑T. Taking
also into account the influence of weak localization effects
共 ⬀ T for electron-phonon scattering34兲, one finally expects

 = 0 + AT1/2 + BT,

共2兲

in good agreement with the experimental data, taking reasonable A 共⬃1 – 10 ⍀ cm/ K1/2兲 and B 共⬃0.1– 1 ⍀ cm/ K兲 values 共solid lines in Fig. 3兲. Note the minimum in the temperature dependence of the resistivity around T = 100– 150 K
关Fig. 1共a兲兴 corresponding to the temperature for which the
inelastic mean free path becomes on the order of the elastic
one.
The zero-temperature conductivity 共0兲 deduced from fits
to the data above Tc using Eq. 共2兲 is displayed in Fig. 4共a兲 as
a function of nB / nc − 1 共taking nc ⬃ 4.5⫻ 1020 cm−3兲. As  is
expected to vary as 1 / , one expects25

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the conductivity on the metallic side of the metal-insulator transition for the indicated boron
concentrations. The solid lines are the fits to the data in the presence
of quantum interference effects.

0 = 0.1共e2/ប兲共1/兲,

共3兲

with a* /  = 共nB / nc − 1兲 共a* being the Bohr radius ⬃3.5 Å兲.
As shown in Fig. 4共a兲 共solid line兲, 0 follows almost exactly
the prediction of the scaling theory with  ⬃ 1 共without any
adjustable numerical factor兲. In contrast to , a unique 
value on the order of 1 has been obtained numerically in all
systems whatever the relative importance of one-electron and
many-body effects. This value has been confirmed in disordered metals4 as well as in many compensated 关e.g., Ga:As,
Si共P,B兲兴 or some uncompensated 共e.g., Ge:Sb兲 doped semiconductors 共see, for instance, Refs. 5 and 6兲. The  = 1.7
value previously obtained by Tshepe et al.3 thus remains unexplained. However, it is important to note that  ⫽ 1 values
have previously been reported in uncompensated n-type silicon based semiconductors.5,6,35 Note that the present work
has been performed in the 3D limit 关i.e., for film thickness 共t兲
much larger than the superconducting coherence length 共0兲兴,
but boron-doped diamond is also a very good candidate for
the study of the superconducting to insulator transition in
ultrathin films. Indeed, it has been suggested that a quantum
phase transition might be driven by phase fluctuations in the
2D limit 共0 ⬍ t兲, leading to the “localization” of the Cooper
pairs 共so-called “dirty boson” model, for a review see Ref.
36兲. Even though a superconducting to insulator transition
has been induced in quasi-2D ultrathin films of amorphous
metals and oxides either by changing the film thickness37 or
by increasing the magnetic field38 共i.e., increasing the effective disorder兲, the lack of a universal limiting resistance still
raises questions on the nature of this transition. The main
experimental limitation arises from the control of the structure and homogeneity of the films and the preparation of
high quality ultrathin diamond films would thus be of fundamental interest in this topic.
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MIT is approached following the increase of V toward its
unscreened V0 value and finally drops toward zero at the
MIT due to the decrease of the density of states 关gF is expected to scale as25 共nB / nc − 1兲共3−兲兴. In disordered metal
systems,  = 2 共and  ⬃ 1兲 and the linear drop of gF leads to
vanishingly small Tc values close to the MIT. Note that
Soulen et al.4 assumed that the Coulomb pseudopotential *
remains on the order of 0.15. However, * is expected to
vanish at the transition and we rather assumed here that both
 and * are rescaled by the proximity of the MIT. Due to
retardation effects, the Coulomb potential  = gFU / 2 关U being the 共screened兲 Coulomb interaction兴 is renormalized to

* =

FIG. 4. 共a兲 Conductivity extrapolated to zero temperature as a
function of the boron content deduced from SIMS measurements
共nB兲 in boron-doped diamond films. The solid line corresponds to
the prediction of the scaling theory of the MIT taking  ⬃ 1 共see text
for details兲. 共b兲 Critical temperature as a function of the boron content deduced from SIMS measurements 共nB兲 in boron-doped diamond films. The open circle has been taken from Ekimov et al.
共Ref. 1兲. The solid line corresponds to Tc ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲0.5.
VI. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

The influence of the proximity of MIT on the superconducting properties is a long-standing puzzle which has been
widely studied in disordered metals.39 It has been shown that
many disordered superconductors present a dramatic enhancement of their critical temperature in the vicinity of the
MIT. Soulen et al.4 suggested that this enhancement could be
accounted for by the reduction of screening 共of the interaction potential兲 and proposed to replace the Thomas-Fermi
wave vector kTF by kef f ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲2 in the expression of
the electron-phonon coupling potential V = V0 / 共共kTF / qc兲2
+ 1兲 共qc being a cut-off frequency on the order of 3 times the
inverse of the lattice parameter兲. Tc thus first increases as the


,
1 +  ln共el/ ph兲

共4兲

where បel and ប ph are typical electron and phonon energy
scales. In metals, the electron energy scale is much larger
than the phonon energy scale, បel / ប ph ⬃ EF / kBD ⬃ 100
共where EF and D are the Fermi energy and Debye temperature兲. Therefore, * ⬃ 1 / ln共EF / kBD兲 ⬃ 0.15Ⰶ  and introducing the calculated  values8–12 in Eq. 共1兲 leads to Tc values in good agreement with the experimental ones 共on the
order of a few K兲 when using this standard * ⬃ 0.1– 0.15
value.
However, in doped diamond EF / kBD ⬍ 3 and retardation
effects are hence expected to be inefficient to reduce . A
somehow similar situation has been observed in alkali-doped
C60 in which superconductivity occurs in a narrow partly
occupied t1u subband and * 共⬃0.3兲 remains close to the 
value 共⬃0.4兲.40 Note that in that system,  is reduced by
efficient metallic screening. Even though the low number of
carriers is expected to lead to only poor screening of the
Coulomb interactions in diamond,  is in this case expected
to tend toward zero due to the proximity of a metal-insulator
transition and one thus should have * ⬃  → 0. Both  and
* are thus unknown in the vicinity of the MIT.
From Eq. 共1兲, Tc has an exponential dependence and is not
expected to follow any simple scaling law. However, as
shown in Fig. 4共b兲, the nB dependence of Tc is well described
by a 共nB / nc − 1兲1/2 law 共solid line兲. This emphasizes that Tc
remains remarkably large down to the MIT: Tc ⬃ 0.4 K for
nB / nc ⬃ 1.1. Indeed, such a Tc is on the order of the one
observed in metals but for a carrier concentration lower by a
factor of 100–1000. Note that similar values have been recently reported in Tl-doped PbTe samples41 but these values
are in this case assumed to be due to a peculiar coupling
mechanism related to mixed valence fluctuations of Tl ions.
In order to extract the pseudopotential from the experimental data, it is then necessary to know the coupling constant . The theoretical values obtained from ab initio calculations in a supercell approximation8,9 are displayed in Fig.
5共a兲 共open symbols兲. Similar values were obtained in virtualcrystal calculations10–12 共closed symbols兲. As shown, even if
all calculations agree on a  value on the order of 0.4–0.5 for
nB ⬃ 1022 cm−3, the dispersion is quite large and supercell
calculations in the experimental low doping range are still
lacking due to computational limitations. The shaded areas in
Fig. 5 schematically represent the ensemble of 兵 , *其
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for large doping but, as shown, such a rapid decrease of  is
not compatible with our experimental Tc values as it would
lead to unrealistic negative * values 关see closed circles and
dashed line in Fig. 5共b兲兴. Note that those calculations do not
take into account the possible coupling of electrons with local boron-related vibration modes, thus possibly underestimating . The importance of those low-energy modes has
been recently pointed out by Ortolani et al.42 from optical
measurements and our Tc values confirm that those modes
can play a significant role leading to large coupling constants.
As the Coulomb interaction potential is expected to be
proportional to EF and gF ⬀ p / EF 共p being the carrier density兲, one obtains that  共and hence *兲 should scale as p.
Assuming that g共E兲 ⬀ 共1 − E / Ev兲␣ 共where Ev is the top of
the valence band兲, one obtains * ⬀ p = 兰EEv g共E兲dE ⬀ 共1
F
− EF / Ev兲␣+1 ⬀ 共nB / nc兲 with  = ␤共␣ + 1兲 / ␣. The solid lines in
Fig. 5 correspond to ␤ ⬃ 0.2 and  ⬃ 0.5. Note that this 
value is in very good agreement with scaling exponents previously obtained in doped semiconductors 共0.3艋  艋 0.7, see
Ref. 23 and references therein兲 and would correspond to ␣
⬃ 0.7, e.g., close to its ␣ = 0.5 classical value.
The main point here is that  has to remain relatively
large down to the transition in order to reproduce the high Tc
values without introducing unrealistic negative * values.
This means that ␤ has to be very low 共typically 艋0.3兲. As
␤ = 共3 − 兲 and  ⬃ 1, one obtains that  艌 2.7 in diamond, in
good agreement with transport data for for nB ⬃ nc 共 ⬀ T1/,
see discussion in Sec. III兲. This situation is then particularly
interesting as it leads to a density of states decaying only
very slowly down to the close vicinity of the MIT and to 
values remaining on the order of 0.3–0.5 down to nB / nc
艋 1.1. Finally, note that scaling analysis in doped Si semiconductors even suggested that  ⲏ 3 in this compound,23
which would give rise to an enhanced density of states close
to the transition.
FIG. 5. 共a兲  parameter deduced from calculations in the supercell approximation 共open square, from Ref. 8; open circles, from
Ref. 9兲 and virtual-crystal approximation 共closed square, from Ref.
10; closed diamonds, from Ref. 11; closed circles, from Ref. 12兲.
The solid and dashed lines correspond to  ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲␤ laws with
␤ ⬃ 0.2 and ⬃0.5, respectively. The corresponding * values are
displayed in 共b兲 共open squares and closed circles, respectively兲 introducing the experimental Tc values in the McMillan equation. The
shaded areas correspond to 兵 , *其 couples compatible with our Tc
values.

couples compatible with our Tc values and the theoretical 
values obtained for large doping concentrations.
Even though calculations have only been performed in the
upper limit of the experimental doping range, it is tempting
to extrapolate those values toward nc assuming that  will
scale as  = a共nB / nc − 1兲␤. Indeed, since no maximum in the
Tc共nB兲 curve has been observed so far, kef f is probably much
smaller than qc and one expects  ⬀ gF ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲共3−兲.
Typical attempts have been reported in Fig. 5共a兲 for ␤ ⬃ 0.2
共solid line兲 and ␤ ⬃ 0.5 共dashed line兲. The latter reproduces
very well the  values deduced from supercell calculations

VII. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have shown that boron-doped diamond
presents a metal-insulator transition for a boron concentration 共nB兲 on the order of nc = 4.5⫻ 1020 cm−3. The temperature dependence of the conductivity and the effective number
of carriers deduced from Hall effect can be very well described by variable range hopping for nB ⬍ nc and the characteristic hopping temperature T0 tends toward zero for nB
→ nc. On the metallic side of the transition, the zerotemperature conductivity 0 ⬀ 共nB / nc − 1兲 with  ⬃ 1, in
good agreement with numerical calculations.25
The critical temperature in diamond roughly behaves as
共nB / nc − 1兲1/2, emphasizing the fact that Tc remains remarkably large down to the close vicinity of the MIT. This phenomenological law can be accounted for by a slow decrease
of the coupling constant and corresponding collapse of the
Coulomb pseudopotential. This slow decrease of  is consistent with a critical exponent  being on the order of 3, indicating that the density of states remains large down to the
transition. Direct measurements of gF as a function of nB will
now be of fundamental interest to confirm this point.
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